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CONTRIBUTORS
JEFFREY DUDIAK is Associate Professor of Philosophy at the King’s
University College, Edmonton, Canada, specializing in contemporary
Continental philosophy of religion and ethics. A life-long Quaker, he
currently serves as clerk of Edmonton Monthly Meeting, as Canadian
Yearly Meeting’s representative to Friends United Meeting, on the
executive of the Friends Association for Higher Education, and on the
advisory council of QRT. Jeff’s book on Levinas, The Intrigue of Ethics
(Fordham University Press, 2001), made an important contribution
to the field, and Jeff is currently gathering a collection of essays on
Quakers and truth. He shares life with his poet wife, Julie Robinson,
and his nine-year-old son, York, whose aspiration is to one day play
baseball for George Fox University.
COREY BEALS Corey Beals lives with his wife, Jill, and two sons,
Jonathan (6) and Daniel (4), in a hundred-year-old house across
the street from George Fox University, where he has been teaching
philosophy and theology for the last seven years. He worships at
Newberg Friends and participates in an unprogrammed meeting
there. He loves to hike, climb, kayak, walk, and he loves to dig his
hands into garden soil and work with mud, wood or stone in restoring
his old house. He has written a book on Levinas entitled Levinas and
the Wisdom of Love (Baylor University Press, 2007) and is currently
working on a book about invisibility. The purpose of his teaching,
writing and living is to find ways for persons to move out of invisibility
into faithfully seeing and being seen, knowing and being known, in
truth and love.
GERARD GUITON is a member of Australia Yearly Meeting and
worships in Northern Suburbs LM in Melbourne. An independent
scholar with degrees from Manchester and Sheffield universities (UK),
and a doctorate from Monash University (Melbourne), he is a former
school teacher. After 20 years in the classroom, he worked in the field
of development aid with World Vision Australia and Oxfam Australia.
He has been Henry J. Cadbury Scholar at Pendle Hill (2004-05) and
is the author of The Growth and Development of Quaker Testimony
(Mellen, 2005). Published in various Quaker journals and newsletters,
his current book project is provisionally entitled The Way of Revolution:
the Early Friends, the Kingdom of God and the Future of Quakerism.
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